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One approach to this problem, first formalized in Seuren (1973) and
Cresswell (1976), but since adopted in some form by many analyses of the seman-
tics of gradable adjectives, meets this requirement by constructing an abstract rep-
resentation of measurement and defining the interpretation of gradable adjectives
in terms of this representation (see, e.g., Hellan 1981, Hoeksema 1983, von
Stechow 1984a, b, Heim 1985, Bierwisch 1989, Pinkal 1989, Moltmann 1992,
Gawron 1995, Rullmann 1995, Hendriks 1995, and Kennedy 1999; see Klein 1991
for general discussion of such approaches). This abstract representation, or scale,
can be construed as a set of objects totally ordered along some dimension (such
as height, width, density and so forth; the dimension value has the effect of dis-
tinguishing one scale from another), where each object represents a measure, or
degree, of '<p-ness\ The introduction of scales and degrees into the ontology
makes it possible to analyze predications involving gradable adjectives as rela-
tions between objects in their domains and degrees on a scale, which in turn pro-
vides the basis for an account of vagueness. A sentence of the form '* is <p' is
taken to mean that the degree to which x is (p is at least as great as some other de-
gree d
s
on the scale associated with cp that identifies a standard for (p. The seman-
tic function of the standard-denoting degree is to provide a means of separating
those objects for which the statement \x is cp' is true from those objects for which
'x is <p' is false (see Bartsch & Vennemann 1973, Cresswell 1976, Siegel 1980,
Klein 1980, von Stechow 1984a, Ludlow 1989, Bierwisch 1989, and Kennedy
1999a). The problem of vagueness is thus recast as the problem of determining
the value of the standard in a particular context.
For example, a sentence like (1), on this view, is true just in case the degree
that represents the cost of the Mars Pathfinder mission is at least as great as the
standard value for 'expensive' in the context of utterance. 1 In a context in which
all objects in the domain of expensive are relevant, the standard value would fall
below the degree that represents the cost of the Mars Pathfinder mission, and (1)
would be false. In a context in which only interplanetary expeditions are consid-
ered, however, the standard value would exceed the cost of the Pathfinder mis-
sion, and (1) would work out to be true.
A question that this type of approach must deal with, however, is whether
the introduction of scales and degrees into the ontology is really necessary. Is it
possible instead that the semantic properties of gradable adjectives can be equally
well explained in terms of some alternative mechanisms that do not make refer-
ence to abstract objects? This question is of particular importance, because such
alternative analyses have been developed (see, for example, McConnell-Ginet
1973, Kamp 1975, Klein 1980, 1982, Van Benthem 1983, Larson 1988, and
Sanchez-Valencia 1994). These approaches build vagueness directly into the
meaning of a gradable adjective, by characterizing its meaning in terms of a family
of functions from individuals to truth values, some of which may be partial. In any
context of use, a particular function from this family must be selected in order to
achieve a definite interpretation, but no reference to degrees or other abstract
objects is required.
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The goal of this paper is to address this question by investigating a set of
facts that provide unusual insight into the empirical consequences of different as-
sumptions about the nature and ontological status of scales and degrees. Specifi-
cally, I will argue that the distribution and interpretation of antonymous pairs of
adjectives in comparatives indicate that an explanatorily adequate semantics of
gradable adjectives must make reference to abstract representations of measure-
ment, since it is precisely the properties of such representations that are crucial for
explaining the observed facts in this domain. Before going into the data, how-
ever, I will present an overview of the basic assumptions of theories that do not
make reference to abstract representations of measurement.
2. Capturing vagueness without degrees
2.1 Gradable adjectives
For perspicuity, I focus in this section on the analysis of gradable adjectives ar-
ticulated in Klein 1980, 1982, but my remarks hold equally for the other analyses
mentioned above. The starting point of this approach, which I will refer to as the
'partial function analysis', is the assumption that gradable adjectives are of the
same semantic type as nongradable adjectives: they denote functions from ob-
jects to truth values. Gradable adjectives are distinguished from nongradable ad-
jectives (and other predicative expressions) in that their domains are partially or-
dered according to some property that permits grading, such as cost, temperature,
height, or brightness (this property corresponds to the concept of 'dimension'
that scalar approaches use to distinguish one scale from another). Klein 1980,
1982, building on Kamp 1975, makes a second distinction between gradable and
nongradable adjectives: the latter always denote complete functions from indi-
viduals to truth values, but the former can denote partial functions from individu-
als to truth values. In other words, nongradable adjectives like 'hexagonal' and
'Croatian' always denote functions that return a value in {0,1} when applied to
objects in their domains, but gradable adjectives like 'dense', 'bright', and
'shallow' can denote functions that return 0, 1 or no value at all when applied to
objects in their domains.
The interpretation of a proposition with a gradable adjective as the main
predication can be stated as follows. First, assume as above that the domain of a
gradable adjective is partially ordered according to some dimension. A gradable
adjective (p in a context c can then be analyzed as a function that induces a tri-
partite partitioning of its (ordered) domain into: (i) a positive extension (pos((p)),
which contains objects above some point in the ordering (objects that are defi-
nitely q> in c), (ii) a negative extension {negXty)), which contains objects below
some point the ordering (objects that are definitely not (p in c), and (iii) an
'extension gap' (gap
c((p)), which contains objects that fall within an indetermi-
nate middle, i.e., objects for which it is unclear whether they are or are not (p in c
(cf. Sapir's 1944 'zone of indifference'). The net effect of these assumptions is
that the truth conditions of a sentence of the form 'x is <p' in a context c can be
defined as in (2).
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(2) a. Il<p(;t)ll' = 1 iff x is in the positive extension of cp at c,
b. Il<p(jc)ll' = iff x is in the negative extension of <p at c, and
c. Il<p(jc)ll' is undefined otherwise.
The partitioning of the domain into positive and negative extension and ex-
tension gap is context-dependent, determined by the choice of comparison class.
Roughly speaking, a comparison class is a subset of the domain of discourse that
is determined to be somehow relevant in the context of utterance, and it is this
subset that is supplied as the domain of the function denoted by the adjective. 2
The role of the comparison class can be illustrated by considering an example like
(3).
(3) Erik is tall.
If the entire domain of discourse were taken into consideration when evaluating
the truth of (3), then it would turn out to be either false or undefined, since rela-
tive to mountains, redwoods, and skyscrapers, humans fall at the lower end of an
ordering along a dimension of height. As a result, the individual denoted by Erik
would be at the lower end of the ordered domain of the adjective, and so would
fall within the negative extension of tall (or possibly in the extension gap). When
attention is restricted to humans, however, then a comparison class consisting
only of humans is used as the basis for the partitioning of the domain of tall, and
the truth or falsity of depends only on the position of Erik in this smaller set.
An important constraint on the construction of a comparison class is that it
must preserve the original ordering on the domain, in order to avoid undesirable
entailments. For example, consider a context in which the ordering on the domain
of tall is as in (4).
(4) D,all = (..., Nadine, Bill, Aisha, Chris, Tim, Frances, Polly, Erik, ...)
If no restrictions were placed on the construction of a comparison class from D,„„,
then the ordered set K,
all in (5) would be a possible comparison class, allowing for
a partitioning of the domain as shown in (6).
(5) KmU = (..., Aisha, Frances, Polly, Nadine, ...)
(6) a. posc{tall) = (Polly, Nadine)
b. negXtall) = (Aisha)
c. gapXtall) = (Frances)
In this context, (7) would be true while (8) would be false, a result which is incon-
sistent with our intuitions if the actual ordering on the domain of tall is as in (4).
(7) Nadine is tall.
(8) Frances is tall.
This undesirable result is avoided by invoking the Consistency Postulate, infor-
mally defined in (9) (see Klein 1980, 1982, van Benthem 1983, Sanchez-Valencia
1994, and below), which requires any partitioning of a subset of the domain of a
gradable adjective to preserve the original ordering on the entire domain.
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(9) Consistency Postulate (informal)
For any context in which 'a is cp' is true and b>
v
a, then '/; is <p' is also true,
and for any context in which 'a is (p' is false, and a>jb, then 'b is cp' is also
false.
1
A consequence of this condition is that (6) is not a possible partitioning. Since the
partitioning indicated in (6) makes (7) true, and Frances >„„ Nadine with respect
to the original ordering in (4), the Consistency Postulate requires it to also be the
case that (8) is true.
This discussion brings into focus the fundamental ideas underlying the par-
tial function analysis. Given any set of objects partially ordered along a dimension
8, it is possible to define a family of (possibly partial) functions that induce a parti-
tioning on the set in accord with the Consistency Postulate. In effect, the partial
function analysis claims that the interpretation of a gradable adjective with di-
mensional parameter 5 is a value selected from this family of functions, which may
vary from context to context. The vagueness of gradable adjectives stems from
the fact that in any context of use, it is necessary to choose some function from
this family as the interpretation of the adjective in that context.
2.2 Comparatives
The intuitions underlying the Consistency Postulate provide the foundation for
an analysis of comparatives (see McConnell-Ginet 1973, Kamp 1975, Klein 1980,
1982, van Benthem 1983, Larson 1988, Sanchez-Valencia 1994). Consider, for
example, (10). 4
(10) Jupiter is larger than Saturn (is).
Given the conditions imposed by the Consistency Postulate, it follows that if
there is a context that makes the proposition expressed by 'Jupiter is large' true
but makes 'Saturn is large' false, then it must be the case that the object denoted
by Jupiter is ordered above the object denoted by Saturn with respect to the or-
dering on the domain of large, i.e., it must be the case that Jupiter is larger than
Saturn.
This analysis can be made precise by building on the observation made at
the end of the previous section that the interpretation of a gradable adjective in a
context c is a member of a family of functions that partition a partially ordered set
in accord with the Consistency Postulate. Specifically, we can introduce a set of
degree functions that apply to a gradable adjective and return some member of
this family; in particular, following Klein 1980, we can assume that the result of
applying a degree function to a gradable adjective is always a complete function.
(In Klein's analysis, the denotations of very, fairly, and other degree modifiers are
taken from the set of degree functions.) The underlying idea is that a degree func-
tion performs the role normally played by context: it fixes the denotation of the
adjective, ultimately determining how the domain is to be partitioned. The differ-
ence is that all of the partitionings induced by a degree function are bipartite:
none contain an extension gap.
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Once we have degree functions, the Consistency Postulate can be restated
more formally as in (11), where G is the set of gradable adjective meanings, D is
the domain of discourse, and Deg is the set of degree functions (cf. Klein
1982:126).
(11) Consistency Postulate
V<p e G,a,be D,ce C,de Deg:
[\\(d((p))(a)W = l&b>,a]^ [U(d((p))(bW = 1] and
j
[\\(d((p))(a)W = 0&a>9 b]-> [W(d((p))(bW = 0]
The effect of the Consistency Postulate is to ensure that the only admissible de-
gree functions are those that induce partitionings of the domain of a gradable
adjective in a way that is consistent with the inferences discussed in the previous
section. Given this constraint, the interpretation of comparatives can be straight-
forwardly formalized in terms of quantification over degree functions. A typical
comparative of the form a is more cp than b is assigned the truth conditions in (12)
(the formalism adopted here is most similar to that in Klein 1982).
(I2)3d[(d((p))(a)&~(d((p))(b)]
For illustration, consider the analysis of (10), which has the logical represen-
tation in (13).
(13) 3d[(d(large))(Jupiter) & ~(d(large))(Saturn)]
According to (13), (10) is true just in case there is a function that, when applied to
large, induces a partitioning of the predicate's domain so that the positive exten-
sion includes Jupiter, while the negative extension contains Saturn. Assuming
the domain of large to be as in (14) (limiting the domain to the planets in the solar
system), (10) is true, because there is a partitioning of the domain of large such
that Jupiter is in the positive extension and Saturn is in the negative extension,
namely the one shown in (15). (To distinguish the partitioning introduced by a
degree function from the context-dependent partitioning associated with the ab-
solute construction, I have represented the positive and negative extensions in-
duced by a particular degree function d as posd((p) and negd{(p), respectively.)
(14) D largr = (Pluto, Mercury, Mars, Venus, Earth, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn,
Jupiter)
(15) a. posd{large) = (Jupiter)
b. negd{large) - (Pluto, Mercury, Mars, Venus, Earth, Neptune, Uranus,
Saturn) i
Since the possible values of the function d must satisfy Consistency Postulate,
partitionings such as (16) are impossible, and we derive the desired result that (10)
entails that for any context, Jupiter is ordered above Saturn in the domain of
large; i.e., that Jupiter is larger than Saturn is.
(16) a. pos,,(large) = (Uranus, Saturn)
b. negd(large) = (Pluto, Mercury, Mars, Venus/Earth, Neptune, Jupiter)
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3. Comparison and polar opposition
The previous section demonstrated that it is possible to construct a descriptively
adequate semantics for gradable adjectives and comparatives without making ref-
erence to scales and degrees. The purpose of this section is to introduce a set of
data involving the distribution and interpretation of antonymous adjectives in
comparatives that indicate that this analysis cannot be maintained. Instead, these
facts provide strong evidence that an explanatorily adequate semantic analysis of
gradable adjectives must in fact make reference to a abstract representations of
measurement-scales and degrees.
3.1 Cross-polar anomaly
The first set of empirical facts that will form the basis for my argument is a phe-
nomenon that I refer to as cross-polar anomaly (CPA), which is exemplified by the
sentences in (17). (See Hale 1970, Bierwisch 1989, and Kennedy 1997).
(17) a. ? Alice is taller than Carmen is short.
b. ? The Brothers Karamazov is longer than The Idiot is short.
c. ? The Mars Pathfinder mission was cheaper than the Viking mission was
expensive.
d. ? New York is dirtier than Chicago is clean.
e. ? A Volvo is safer than a Fiat is dangerous.
These sentences demonstrate that comparatives formed out of so-called 'positive'
and 'negative' pairs of adjectives are semantically anomalous. 5 This anomaly can-
not be accounted for in terms of syntactic ill-formedness: structurally identical
comparatives in which both adjectives have the same polarity, such as those in
(18), are perfectly well-formed.
(18) a. The space telescope is longer than it is wide.
b. After she swallowed the drink, Alice discovered that she was shorter
than the doorway was low.
Given the acceptability of examples like these, we can conclude that the factors
underlying cross-polar anomaly involve the interaction of the semantics of posi-
tive and negative adjectives and the semantics of the comparative construction
(see Kennedy 1999b for extensive argumentation in support of this conclusion).
The second set of facts that I will focus on contains examples that are super-
ficially similar to examples of CPA, but are not anomalous.'' These examples, which
I will refer to as comparison of deviation (COD) constructions, are illustrated by
the naturally occurring sentences in (19).
(19) a. [The Red Sox] will be scrutinized as closely as the Orioles to see
whether they are any more legitimate than the Orioles are fraudulent.
(New York Times, Summer 1998)
b. Grace especially had a forgettable playoff series that won't soon be
forgotten. Grace was as cold as he was hot in the 1989 playoffs.
(Chicago Tribune, October 4, 1998, Section 3, p. 6)
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c. I can still remember the sound it made, a lovely special sound, as light
and thin as the clothes were solid and heavy.
(Dibdin, M: 1989, Ratking, Bantam Crime, New York, p. 178)
COD constructions have two characteristics that distinguish them from
standard comparatives. First, examples of COD compare the relative extents to
which two objects deviate from some standard value associated with the adjec-
tive (cf. Bierwisch 1989:220). The meaning of the comparative in (19a), for exam-
ple, can be paraphrased as in (20).
(20) The degree to which the Red Sox exceed a standard of legitimacy is greater
than the degree to which the Orioles exceed a standard of fraudulence.
In contrast, standard comparatives and equatives compare the absolute projec-
tions of two objects on a scale. The most natural paraphrase of the equative con-
struction in (21), for example, is (22).
(21) It was a squarish hole, as deep as a ten-story building is tall, cut down into
the hard and uncooperative earth.
(Reynolds, W.J., The Lost Boys', in Hillerman, T.: 1994, The Mysterious
West, Harper Collins, New York, p. 223)
(22) The depth of the hole is at least as great as the height of a ten-story building.
Second, unlike typical comparatives, COD constructions entail that the properties
predicated of the compared objects are true in the absolute sense. (23a), for ex-
ample, is contradictory, but (23b) is not.
(23) a. The Red Sox are more legitimate than the Orioles are fraudulent, but
they're not legitimate.
b. The hole is deeper than a two-year old is tall, but it's not deep.
This property is clearly related to the interpretation of COD, and follows straight-
forwardly in a scalar analysis (though as we will see below, it is problematic for
the partial function analysis). Since the truth of an expression of the form 'x is <p'
in such an analysis is determined by checking whether the degree to which x is (p
exceeds an appropriate standard value (see the discussion of this point in section
1), the fact that comparison of deviation constructions compare the degrees to
which two objects exceed their respective standard values derives the observed
entailment patterns.
An important point to make about comparison of deviation is that in com-
paratives of the sort under discussion here-examples constructed out of positive
and negative pairs of adjectives-the COD interpretation is the only interpretation
available. This is most clearly illustrated by equative constructions such as (19b)-
(19c) and (24).
(24) The Cubs are as old as the White Sox are young.
This sentence cannot mean that the (average) age of the players on the Cubs is
the same as the (average) age of the players on the White Sox, which is what a
standard equative interpretation would give us (cf. (21)-(22) above). It can only
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mean that the degree to which the average age of the Cubs exceeds a standard of
oldness (for baseball teams) is the same as the degree to which the average age of
the White Sox exceeds a standard of youngness (for baseball teams).
This fact is extremely important because it highlights the fact that compara-
tives constructed out of antonymous pairs of adjectives are anomalous on what
we can call the 'standard' comparative interpretation-one in which the absolute
degrees to which two objects possess some gradable property is being compared.
It follows that a minimal requirement of descriptive adequacy for any semantic
analysis of gradable adjectives and comparatives is that it must entail that com-
paratives formed out of antonymous pairs should be acceptable only on a COD
interpretation. As we will see in the next section, this is exactly where the partial
function analysis fails.
3.2 The problem of cross-polar anomaly for a Klein-style analysis
Although Klein (1980) does not explicitly discuss the differences between an-
tonymous pairs of positive and negative adjectives such as tall-short,
clever-stupid, and safe-dangerous, a natural approach to adjectival polarity
within a partial function analysis is to assume, building on the observations about
the logical properties of gradable adjectives discussed in section 2.1, that the do-
mains of antonymous pairs are distinguished by their orderings: one is the inverse
of the other. 7
A positive result of this assumption is that it explains why sentences like
(24) are valid.
(24) Jason's Honda is more dangerous than my Volvo if and only if my Volvo is
safer than Jason's Honda.
If the domains of safe and dangerous are identical except for the ordering on the
objects they contain, and if the ordering of one is the inverse of the other, then
any partitioning of the domain of dangerous that satisfies the truth conditions of
the first conjunct in (24) — i.e., any partitioning that makes 'Jason's Honda is
dangerous' true and 'my Volvo is dangerous' false — will have the opposite ef-
fect on the domain of safe, since the two sets, in effect, stand in the dual relation
to each other. For example, a function that partitions the domain of dangerous as
in (25) must induce a corresponding partitioning on the domain of safe as shown
in (26), with the result that both conjuncts of (24), shown in (27a)-(27b), are true.
(25) a. /),,,,„ = (..., c, b, my Volvo, a x, Jason's Honda, y, z, ...)
b. pos/jdangerous) = (..., x, y, Jason's Honda, z, )
c. neg d(dangerous) - { a, my Volvo, b, c, ... )
(26) a. D„„, = (..., x, y, Jason 's Honda, z a, my Volvo, b, c, ... )
b. posJisafe) = (a, my Volvo, b, c, ...)
c. neg
{l(safe) = (..., x, y, Jason 's Honda, z, ••)
(27) a. 3d[{d(dangerous))(Jason 's Honda) & ~{d(safe))(my Volvo)]
b. 3d[(d(safe))(my Volvo) & ~(d(dangerous))(Jason's Honda)}
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This analysis runs into problems when confronted with examples of CPA,
however. Consider (17a), which should have the logical representation in (28).
(28) 3d[{d(tall)){Alice) & ~(d(short))(Carmen)]
According to (28), (17a) is true just in case there is a function that introduces a
partitioning of the domains of tall and short in such a way that 'Alice is talV is
true and 'Carmen is short'' is false; for example, if Alice is very tall and Carmen is
not very short. Given the assumption that the domains of the antonymous pair '
tall and short have opposite ordering relations, in a context in which the domain
of tall is (29a), the domain of short is (29b).
(29) a. D,a„ = (a, b, Carmen, c, Alice )
b. D
shl ,r,
= ( Alice, c, Carmen, b, a )
In such a context, there is a function that satisfies the truth conditions associated
with (28), namely, the one that induces the partitioning of the domains of tall and
short shown in (30) and (31).
(30) a. posjitall) = (Carmen, c, Alice)
b. negltall) = (a, b)
(31) a. posd{short) = (b, a)
b. negd{short) = (Alice, c, Carmen)
As a result, (17a) should be true. More generally, (17a) should be perfectly well-
formed: nothing about the architecture of the analysis predicts that comparatives
constructed out of antonymous pairs of adjectives should be anomalous.
The basic problem is that the assumption that the domains of positive and
negative adjectives contain the same objects under inverse ordering relations —
an assumption that is necessary to account for the validity of sentences like (24)
— predicts that it should be possible to interpret sentences like (17a) in the way I
have outlined here. One could stipulate that comparison between positive and
negative pairs of adjectives is impossible, but there is no aspect of the analysis of
comparatives within the partial function approach that derives this constraint.
Moreover, such a stipulation would be empirically unmotivated, since comparison
of deviation constructions show that comparison between positive and negative
adjectives is possible in certain circumstances.
In fact, the interpretations of comparison of deviation constructions provide
a second argument against the partial function analysis. On the surface, it appears
that a logical representation along the lines of (33b) would actually be an appro- I
priate interpretation for a comparison of deviation construction such as (33a).
(33) a. The Red Sox are more legitimate than the Orioles are fraudulent,
b. 3d[(d(legitimate)){Red Sox) & ~(d(fraudulent))(Orioles)]
As noted above, (33b) would be true in a context in which, e.g., The Red Sox are
very legitimate and the Orioles are not very fraudulent, which is a possible para-
phrase of (33a). The problem is that although such truth conditions are consistent
with the meaning of this sentence, they do not account for its entailments: (33b)
requires only that there be some partitioning of the domain in which the Red Sox
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are very legitimate and the Orioles are not very fraudulent, but this partitioning
need not be the one associated with the context of utterance. However, as ob-
served in section 3.1, a characteristic of COD constructions is that they entail that
the properties predicated of the compared objects hold in the context of utter-
ance. If (33b) were the interpretation of (33a), then, this inference would remain
unexplained.
3.3 Cross-polar anomaly and the ontology of degrees
A solution to the problem of cross-polar anomaly and comparison of deviation is
presented in Kennedy 1997, and worked out in more detail in Kennedy 1999b. (I
limit myself here to an outline of the proposal, referring the reader to the above
references for more extensive discussion and argumentation.) The solution relies
crucially on a characterization of adjectival polarity that is available only in a
model in which gradable adjectives map their arguments onto abstract representa-
tions of measurement-scales and degrees.
The analysis builds on the intuition that antonymous pairs of adjectives
such as bright-dim and tall-short provide fundamentally the same kind of in-
formation about the degree to which an object possesses some gradable property
(for, example, both tall and short provide information about an object's height),
but they do so from complementary perspectives. The positive adjective tall is
used either neutrally or to highlight the height an object has, while the negative
adjective short is used to highlight the height an object does not have. This dif-
ference in perspective can be exploited in a theory of adjectival polarity in which
positive and negative degrees are treated as distinct sorts of objects, an approach
that was first suggested by Seuren 1978, and has since been further developed in
von Stechow 1984a, Lobner 1990, and Kennedy 1997, 1999a,b (cf. Bierwisch
1989).
The basics of the approach are as follows. A scale S can be defined as a line-
arly ordered, infinite set of points, associated with a dimension that indicates the
type of measurement that the scale represents (e.g., height, length, weight,
brightness and so forth). A degree d can then be defined as a convex, nonempty
subset of a scale, i.e., a subset of the scale with the following property: V/?„ p 2 e d
Vp,e S [p, >
p
3 >p 2 —> p, g d] (cf. Landman (1991:110); this is simply the defini-
tion of an interval for a linearly ordered set of points).
Assuming that gradable adjectives denote functions from objects to degrees
on a scale (Bartsch & Vennemann 1973, Kennedy 1999a), adjectival polarity can
be characterized in terms of the sort of degree onto which a particular gradable
adjective maps its argument: positive adjectives denote functions from objects to
positive degrees; negative adjectives denote functions from objects to negative
degrees. Roughly speaking, positive degrees are intervals that range from the
lower end of a scale to some point, and negative degrees are intervals that range
from some point to the upper end of a scale. The set of positive and negative de-
grees for any scale (S (POS(S) and NEG(S), respectively), can be precisely defined
as in (34).
(34) a. POS(S) = {
d
c 5 I 3p, e d V/?,e S \p2<p, ->/>, e d]}
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Finally, we can assume that for any object x, the positive and negative projection
of x on a scale S (pos(x) and neg(x), respectively) are related as in (35), where max
and min return the maximal and minimal elements of an ordered set.
(35) MAX(pos(x)) = MiN(neg(x))
The result of these assumptions is that the positive and negative projections 4
of an objects x on a scale S are (join) complementary intervals on the scale, as il-
lustrated by the diagram in (36).
(36) S: pos(x) • neg{x) > oo
Antonymy, in this view, holds when two adjectives share their domains but map
identical arguments onto (join) complementary regions of the same scale.
The intuition that the structural distinction between positive and negative
degrees is designed to capture is exactly the one I mentioned above: that an-
tonymous pairs of adjectives provide complementary perspectives on the projec-
tion of an object onto a scale. This structural distinction is at the core of the ac-
count of adjectival polarity outlined here, but more importantly, it also provides
the basis for an explanation of cross-polar anomaly in terms of very general prin-
ciples of ordering relations. A fundamental property of an ordering relation is that
its arguments must be elements of the same ordered set; if this requirement is not
met, the relation is undefined for the two arguments, and a truth value cannot be
computed. A consequence of the analysis of adjectival polarity presented above
is that positive and negative adjectives denote functions with different, in fact
disjoint, ranges: the structural distinction between positive and negative degrees
has the consequence that for any scale 5, POS(S) and NEG(S) are disjoint. It fol-
lows that ordering relations between positive and negative degrees are unde-
fined.
This is the essence of cross-polar anomaly. Assuming that the truth condi-
tions for comparatives are formulated in terms of ordering relations between de-
grees (the standard assumption in degree-based analyses), any comparative con-
structed out of adjectives of opposite polarity should fail to have a truth value.
For illustration of the analysis, consider the following examples. The logical
representation of (37a) in which the adjective in the main clause is negative and
the adjective in the comparative clause is positive, is (37b).
(37) a. Alice is shorter than Carmen is tall,
b. short(a) > tall(c)
The problem is that short(a) and tall(c) denote degrees in different ordered sets:
NEG(height) and POS(height), respectively. As a result, the ordering relation in-
troduced by the comparative morpheme is undefined for its two arguments, and
the sentence is correctly predicted to be anomalous. (Examples in which the ad-
jectives are reversed are explained in exactly the same way.)
The semantic properties of comparison of deviation constructions can also
be explained in this type of model. Since degrees are defined set-theoretically,
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they are subject to operations on sets. In particular, it is possible to define a differ-
ence operation between degrees that returns the amount to which one degree
exceeds another one, and the semantics of COD constructions can be defined in
terms of orderings between such 'differential degrees'. Specifically, COD in-
volves a comparison between the degrees to which the compared objects exceed
their respective contextually-determined standard values. The logical representa-
tion of (38a), for example, is (38b).
(38) a. The Red Sox are more legitimate than the Orioles are fraudulent,
b. {legitimate{Red Sox) - d
vlrKI ,tmm) > (fraudulent(Orioles) - dslfraiuluitnlj)
According to (38b), (38a) is true just in case the degree to which the Red Sox ex-
ceed a standard of legitimacy is greater than the degree to which the Orioles ex-
ceed a standard of fraudulence. As shown in Kennedy 1999b (see also Hellan
1981 and von Stechow 1984a,b), ordering relations between such differential de-
grees is well-defined regardless of whether they are derived from differences be-
tween two positive degrees or from differences between two negative degrees. It
follows that COD constructions, unlike examples of cross-polar anomaly, should
be perfectly interpretable.
Moreover, the logical representation in (38b) crucially accounts for the en-
tailment patterns observed in COD. The semantics of the difference operation is
such that the degree to which the Red Sox are legitimate must exceed the stan-
dard value for legitimate in the context of utterance (likewise for the Orioles and
the standard value for fraudulent). Since the truth conditions for the noncom-
parative state that a sentence of the form x is cp is true just in case (p{x) is at least
as great as the standard for (p (see the discussion in section 1), the truth conditions
for the noncomparative are satisfied whenever the truth conditions for the com-
parison of deviation interpretation are satisfied.
Although the preceding discussion is necessarily superficial, it nevertheless
makes an important point. In order to construct an analysis of the sort outlined
here in the first place, it is necessary to make a structural distinction between posi-
tive and negative degrees. In order to make this distinction, however, and to use it
in turn as the basis for an analysis of adjectival polarity, it must be the case that
scales and degrees are part of the ontology, and that the interpretation of grad-
able adjectives is stated in terms of such objects. Since alternative analyses that
do not make reference to scales and degrees do not provide an explanation for
cross-polar anomaly, the success of the proposal I have sketched here in this re-
gard can be taken as support for the general hypothesis that the interpretation of
gradable adjectives should be characterized in terms of such abstract representa-
tions of measurement.
4. Conclusion
Although an analysis of gradable adjectives in terms of families of (possibly par-
tial) functions from individuals to truth values does a good job of explaining most
of their semantic properties, and moreover has the advantage of maintaining a
simple ontology, it fails to provide an adequate explanation of the distribution
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and interpretation of antonymous adjectives in comparatives. Since a principled
explanation of these facts can be constructed within a model that characterizes
adjectival polarity in terms of a structural distinction between positive and nega-
tive degrees (formalized as complementary intervals on a scale), the conclusion to
be drawn is that an empirically and explanatorily adequate semantics of gradable
adjectives must introduce abstract representations of measurement — degrees
qua intervals — into the ontology.
NOTES
' I am very grateful to Chris Barker, Donka Farkas, Bill Ladusaw and Beth Levin
for extremely helpful discussion of the material presented here. Errors or inconsis-
tencies in the text are my responsibility.
1 The standard assumption is that the standard value is set indexically, with re-
spect to some contextually relevant set of objects (a comparison class in Klein's
1980 terms) that provides the basis for identification of a "norm", although there
are a number of problems with this view (see Klein 1980, Ludlow 1989, and Ken-
nedy 1999a).
2 In a scalar approach, the comparison class is used to determine the value of the
standard-denoting degree (Bierwisch 1989, Ludlow 1989, Kennedy 1999a).
For two objects x,y in the domain of a gradable adjective cp, x >.y iffx is at least
as great as y with respect to the implicit ordering on the domain.
4
1 focus here on comparatives with more for perspicuity; see Klein 1980 and Lar-
son 1988 for discussion of equatives and comparatives with less. In addition, see
Larson 1988 for some refinements of the basic analysis developed to handle the
interpretation of quantificational expressions in the comparative clause (the com-
plement of than or as).
5 The classification of gradable adjectives as positive or negative can be made
based on a number of empirical characteristics (see Seuren 1978 for general dis-
cussion of this issue). For example, negative adjectives license downward entail-
ments and negative polarity items in clausal complements, but positive adjectives
do not (see Seuren 1978, Ladusaw 1979, Linebarger 1980, Sanchez-Valencia
1994, Kennedy [Forthcoming]); and positive but not negative adjectives can ap- f
pear with measure phrases (compare '2 meters long' with '12 meters short').
" A third set of facts that bear on the analysis of CPA in particular and antonymy
more generally, but which I will not consider in this paper, is illustrated by the
sentences in (i). (I am grateful to Chris Barker (personal communication) for first
bringing these facts to my attention.)
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(i) a. The C is sharper than the D is flat.
b. My watch is faster than your watch is slow.
c. She was earlier than I was late.
While these sentences appear to counterexemplify the generalization adduced
from CPA — that antonymous adjectives are anomalous in comparatives — the
situation is in fact more complicated. As shown in Kennedy 1997, 1999a,b, both
members of the 'antonymous' pairs in these constructions have the properties of
positive adjectives.
7 This idea is implicit in Klein's (1980:35) discussion of examples like Mona is
more happy than Jude is sad (see the discussion of comparison of deviation be-
low). Sanchez-Valencia 1994 shows how this assumption can be used to build an
explanation of the monotonicity properties of polar adjectives.
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